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On the Historicity of Jesus
Why We Might Have Reason for Doubt
The assumption that Jesus existed as a historical person has occasionally been questioned in the course of the last hundred years or so, but any doubts that have been raised have usually been put to rest
in favor of imagining a blend of the historical, the mythical and the theological in the surviving records of Jesus. Carrier re-examines the whole question and ﬁnds compelling reasons to suspect the more
daring assumption is correct. He lays out extensive research on the evidence for Jesus and the origins of Christianity and poses the key questions that must now be answered if the historicity of Jesus is to
survive as a dominant paradigm. Carrier contrasts the most credible reconstruction of a historical Jesus with the most credible theory of Christian origins if a historical Jesus did not exist. Such a theory
would posit that the Jesus ﬁgure was originally conceived of as a celestial being known only through private revelations and hidden messages in scripture; then stories placing this being in earth history
were crafted to communicate the claims of the gospel allegorically; such stories eventually came to be believed or promoted in the struggle for control of the Christian churches that survived the
tribulations of the ﬁrst century. Carrier ﬁnds the latter theory more credible than has been previously imagined. He explains why it oﬀers a better explanation for all the disparate evidence surviving from
the ﬁrst two centuries of the Christian era. He argues that we need a more careful and robust theory of cultural syncretism between Jewish theology and politics of the second-temple period and the most
popular features of pagan religion and philosophy of the time. For anyone intent on defending a historical Jesus, this is the book to challenge.

Sense and Goodness Without God
A Defense of Metaphysical Naturalism
AuthorHouse If God does not exist, then what does? Is there good and evil, and should we care? How do we know what’s true anyway? And can we make any sense of this universe, or our own lives?
Sense and Goodness answers all these questions in lavish detail, without complex jargon. A complete worldview is presented and defended, covering every subject from knowledge to art, from
metaphysics to morality, from theology to politics. Topics include free will, the nature of the universe, the meaning of life, and much more, arguing from scientiﬁc evidence that there is only a physical,
natural world without gods or spirits, but that we can still live a life of love, meaning, and joy.

On the Historicity of Jesus
Why We Might Have Reason for Doubt
The assumption that Jesus existed as a historical person has occasionally been questioned in the course of the last hundred years or so, but any doubts that have been raised have usually been put to rest
in favor of imagining a blend of the historical, the mythical and the theological in the surviving records of Jesus. Carrier re-examines the whole question and ﬁnds compelling reasons to suspect the more
daring assumption is correct. He lays out extensive research on the evidence for Jesus and the origins of Christianity and poses the key questions that must now be answered if the historicity of Jesus is to
survive as a dominant paradigm. Carrier contrasts the most credible reconstruction of a historical Jesus with the most credible theory of Christian origins if a historical Jesus did not exist. Such a theory
would posit that the Jesus ﬁgure was originally conceived of as a celestial being known only through private revelations and hidden messages in scripture; then stories placing this being in earth history
were crafted to communicate the claims of the gospel allegorically; such stories eventually came to be believed or promoted in the struggle for control of the Christian churches that survived the
tribulations of the ﬁrst century. Carrier ﬁnds the latter theory more credible than has been previously imagined. He explains why it oﬀers a better explanation for all the disparate evidence surviving from
the ﬁrst two centuries of the Christian era. He argues that we need a more careful and robust theory of cultural syncretism between Jewish theology and politics of the second-temple period and the most
popular features of pagan religion and philosophy of the time. For anyone intent on defending a historical Jesus, this is the book to challenge.

Proving History
Bayes's Theorem and the Quest for the Historical Jesus
Prometheus Books This in-depth discussion of New Testament scholarship and the challenges of history as a whole proposes Bayes’s Theorem, which deals with probabilities under conditions of
uncertainty, as a solution to the problem of establishing reliable historical criteria. The author demonstrates that valid historical methods—not only in the study of Christian origins but in any historical
study—can be described by, and reduced to, the logic of Bayes’s Theorem. Conversely, he argues that any method that cannot be reduced to this theorem is invalid and should be abandoned. Writing with
thoroughness and clarity, the author explains Bayes’s Theorem in terms that are easily understandable to professional historians and laypeople alike, employing nothing more than well-known primary
school math. He then explores precisely how the theorem can be applied to history and addresses numerous challenges to and criticisms of its use in testing or justifying the conclusions that historians
make about the important persons and events of the past. The traditional and established methods of historians are analyzed using the theorem, as well as all the major "historicity criteria" employed in
the latest quest to establish the historicity of Jesus. The author demonstrates not only the deﬁciencies of these approaches but also ways to rehabilitate them using Bayes’s Theorem. Anyone with an
interest in historical methods, how historical knowledge can be justiﬁed, new applications of Bayes’s Theorem, or the study of the historical Jesus will ﬁnd this book to be essential reading.

Jesus from Outer Space
What the Earliest Christians Really Believed about Christ
Pitchstone Publishing (US&CA) The earliest Christians believed Jesus was an ancient celestial being who put on a bodysuit of ﬂesh, died at the hands of dark forces, and then rose from the dead and
ascended back into the heavens. But the writing we have today from that ﬁrst generation of Christians never says where they thought he landed, where he lived, or where he died. The idea that Jesus
toured Galilee and visited Jerusalem arose only a lifetime later, in unsourced legends written in a foreign land and language. Many sources repeat those legends, but none corroborate them. Why? What
exactly was the original belief about Jesus, and how did this belief change over time? In Jesus from Outer Space, noted philosopher and historian Richard Carrier summarizes for a popular audience the
scholarly research on these and related questions, revealing in turn how modern attempts to conceal, misrepresent, or avoid the actual evidence calls into question the entire ﬁeld of Jesus studies--and
present-day beliefs about how Christianity began.

Did Jesus Exist?
The Historical Argument for Jesus of Nazareth
Harper Collins In Did Jesus Exist? historian and Bible expert Bart Ehrman confronts the question, "Did Jesus exist at all?" Ehrman vigorously defends the historical Jesus, identiﬁes the most historically
reliable sources for best understanding Jesus’ mission and message, and oﬀers a compelling portrait of the person at the heart of the Christian tradition. Known as a master explainer with deep knowledge
of the ﬁeld, Bart Ehrman methodically demolishes both the scholarly and popular “mythicist” arguments against the existence of Jesus. Marshaling evidence from within the Bible and the wider historical
record of the ancient world, Ehrman tackles the key issues that surround the mythologies associated with Jesus and the early Christian movement. In Did Jesus Exist?: The Historical Argument for Jesus of
Nazareth, Ehrman establishes the criterion for any genuine historical investigation and provides a robust defense of the methods required to discover the Jesus of history.

Did Jesus Rise From the Dead
Impact 360 Institute Seems reasonable…perhaps Jesus was comatose. Or perhaps his body was stolen. Or maybe the women arrived at the wrong tomb…they were grieving, after all; it would have been
an honest mistake. There are any number of explanations. Dr. William Lane Craig uses well-documented historical facts to explore the evidence that surrounds the days following Jesus’ cruciﬁxion. Without
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assuming “the Bible says so,” Did Jesus Rise from the Dead” presents positive religious, cultural, and historical evidence for the reality of the resurrection while breaking down the six most common
hypotheses used to explain the unusual events that unfolded from the moment Christ breathed his last. Thoroughly researched, yet deftly digestible, Did Jesus Rise from the Dead? belongs in the library of
any apologist, skeptic, or seeker.

Did Jesus Exist?
Prometheus Books Professor Wells argues that there was no historical Jesus, and in thus arguing he deals with the many recent writers who have interpreted the historical Jesus as some kind of political
ﬁgure in the struggle against Rome, and calls in evidence the many contemporary theologians who agree with some of his arguments about early Christianity. The question at issue is what all the evidence
adds up to. Does it establish that Jesus did or did not exist? Professor Wells concludes that the latter is the more likely hypothesis.This challenge to received thinking by both Christians and non-Christians
is supported by much documentary evidence, and Professor Wells carefully examines all the relevant problems and answers all the relevant questions. He deliberately avoids polemic and speculation, and
sticks so far as possible to the known facts and to rational inferences from the facts.

How Jesus Became God
The Exaltation of a Jewish Preacher from Galilee
Harper Collins New York Times bestselling author and Bible expert Bart Ehrman reveals how Jesus’s divinity became dogma in the ﬁrst few centuries of the early church. The claim at the heart of the
Christian faith is that Jesus of Nazareth was, and is, God. But this is not what the original disciples believed during Jesus’s lifetime—and it is not what Jesus claimed about himself. How Jesus Became God
tells the story of an idea that shaped Christianity, and of the evolution of a belief that looked very diﬀerent in the fourth century than it did in the ﬁrst. A master explainer of Christian history, texts, and
traditions, Ehrman reveals how an apocalyptic prophet from the backwaters of rural Galilee cruciﬁed for crimes against the state came to be thought of as equal with the one God Almighty, Creator of all
things. But how did he move from being a Jewish prophet to being God? In a book that took eight years to research and write, Ehrman sketches Jesus’s transformation from a human prophet to the Son of
God exalted to divine status at his resurrection. Only when some of Jesus’s followers had visions of him after his death—alive again—did anyone come to think that he, the prophet from Galilee, had
become God. And what they meant by that was not at all what people mean today. Written for secular historians of religion and believers alike, How Jesus Became God will engage anyone interested in the
historical developments that led to the aﬃrmation at the heart of Christianity: Jesus was, and is, God.

Bart Ehrman and the Quest of the Historical Jesus of Nazareth
An Evaluation of Ehrman's Did Jesus Exist?
Jesus Did Not Exist
A Debate Among Atheists
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform For a lay audience, and with help from historian Richard Carrier, religious studies scholar Raphael Lataster considers the best arguments for and against
the existence of the so-called Historical Jesus; the Jesus of atheists. Parts 1 & 2 analyse the cases made by Bart Ehrman and Maurice Casey, who assert that Jesus deﬁnitely existed. Their arguments are
found to be riddled with errors, and dependent on unreliable, and even non-existing, sources. Parts 3 & 4 discuss the more sceptical work of Lataster and Carrier, who conclude that Christianity probably
began not with a humble carpenter, but with 'visions' of a heavenly Messiah. This exciting collaboration makes it very clear why the Historical Jesus might not have existed after all, and, to those willing to
adopt a commonsensical probabilistic approach, Jesus Did Not Exist.

The Historical Jesus
A series of 24 half-hour lectures on a college course level. Examines what available sources can reliably tell us about Jesus' words and deeds in the context of 1st-century Roman Palestine and the Jewish
religious environment of the time.

Science Education in the Early Roman Empire
Pitchstone Publishing (US&CA) Throughout the Roman Empire Cities held public speeches and lectures, had libraries, and teachers and professors in the sciences and the humanities, some subsidized
by the state. There even existed something equivalent to universities, and medical and engineering schools. What were they like? What did they teach? Who got to attend them? In the ﬁrst treatment of
this subject ever published, Dr. Richard Carrier answers all these questions and more, describing the entire education system of the early Roman Empire, with a unique emphasis on the quality and
quantity of its science content. He also compares pagan attitudes toward the Roman system of education with the very diﬀerent attitudes of ancient Jews and Christians, ﬁnding stark contrasts that would
set the stage for the coming Dark Ages.

Did Jesus Rise From the Dead?
The Resurrection Debate
Wipf and Stock Publishers [This] is the most important question regarding the claims of the Christian faith. Certainly no question in modern religious history demands more attention or interest, as
witnessed by the vast body of literature dealing with the Resurrection. James I. Packer says it well in his response to this debate: 'When Christians are asked to make good their claim that this scheme is
truth, they point to Jesus' resurrection. The Easter event, so they aﬃrm, demonstrated Jesus' deity; validated his teaching; attested to the completion of his work of atonement for sin; conﬁrms his present
cosmic dominion and coming reappearance as Judge; assures us that his personal pardon, presence, and power in people's lives today is fact; and guarantees each believer's own reembodiment by
Resurrection in the world to come.' The Apostle Paul considered the Resurrection to be the cornerstone of the Christian faith. If Jesus did not rise from the dead, the whole structure, Christianity, collapses.
Paul tells us in 1 Corinthians 15:14-17, 'And if Christ has not been raised, 'our preaching is useless and so is you faith.' More than that, we are then found to be false witnesses about God. . . . And if Christ
has not been raised, your faith is futile [emphasis added].' The Christian faith-and its claim to be Truth-exists only if Jesus rose from the dead. The heart of Christianity is a living Christ.

The Jesus Puzzle
Did Christianity Begin with a Mythical Christ?
A new presentation of the argument that no historical Jesus existed. A full and comprehensive survey of the question through an examination of the early Christian record, canonical and non-canonical,
from Q to the Gospels, from the earliest Pauline epistles to the second century apologists, along with Jewish, Gnostic, and Greco-Roman documents of the time. The philosophy of the era, its religious
expression in the pagan mystery cults, fascinating glimpses into the historical background of the period, an in-depth consideration of the Jewish historian Flavius Josephus, are only some of the additional
topics covered in the book. A richly-detailed, highly lucid and entertaining account of how Christianity began without an historical Jesus of Nazareth, who came to life only on the pages of the Gospels.
While based on the author's work for 'The Jesus Puzzle' website, the book is almost entirely an original writing, not a compilation of website articles. Like the website itself, the book has been styled for the
general reader, though the scholarly community will ﬁnd it of value as well.

Critiques of God
Making the Case Against Belief in God
Essays on atheism by Kurt Baier, John Dewey, Paul Edwards, Antony Flew, Sigmund Freud, Erich Fromm, Sidney Hook, Walter Kaufmann, Corliss Lamont, Wallace I. Matson, H.J. McCloskey, Ernest Nagel, Kai
Nielsen, Richard Robinson, Bertrand Russell, and Michael Scriven.

The Impossible Faith
Xulon Press A Thesis So Explosive, An Atheist Paid $5,000 for An Answer The Impossible Faith oﬀers the proposition that Christianity could not have succeeded unless it had indisputable proof of the
resurrection of Jesus. Had there not been such evidence, Christianity would have been an "impossible faith." Using his seventeen years of experience in apologetics ministry, the author will demonstrate
the impossibility of Christianity in the eyes of the people of the ﬁrst century and present an apologetic for Jesus' resurrection. Christians will be encouraged and emboldened by the message of The
Impossible Faith, realizing "how ﬁrm a foundation" they have in Christ Jesus. Non-Christians will be challenged to consider the truth of Christianity in a new light. The arguments in this book are so powerful
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that one atheist paid over $5,000 for a response. It is impossible to estimate the evangelistic impact that is possible because of The Impossible Faith. James Patrick Holding is President of Tekton
Apologetics Ministries, one of the leading apologetics ministries on the Internet. Tekton Apologetics Ministries was recommended by apologist and prominent author Lee Strobel on Hank Hanegraaﬀ's The
Bible Answerman in December, 2001. Holding has written over 1700 articles for his ministry, as well as articles for the Christian Research Journal and for the publications of Creation Ministries International
. He has also published The Mormon Defenders: How Latter-Day Saint Apologists Misinterpret the Bible. He lives in Central Florida with his beloved wife and a very small, very spoiled poodle.

The World Book Encyclopedia
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.

Jesus: A Very Short Introduction
Oxford University Press Bauckham shows that Jesus was devoted to the God of Israel, with a special focus on God's fatherly love and compassion, and like every Jewish teacher he expounded the Torah,
but did so in his own distinctive way.

Does the New Testament Imitate Homer?
Four Cases from the Acts of the Apostles
Yale University Press div In this provocative challenge to prevailing views of New Testament sources, Dennis R. MacDonald argues that the origins of passages in the book of Acts are to be found not in
early Christian legends but in the epics of Homer. MacDonald focuses on four passages in the book of Acts, examines their potential parallels in the Iliad, and concludes that the author of Acts composed
them using famous scenes in Homer’s work as a model. Tracing the inﬂuence of passages from the Iliad on subsequent ancient literature, MacDonald shows how the story generated a vibrant, mimetic
literary tradition long before Luke composed the Acts. Luke could have expected educated readers to recognize his transformation of these tales and to see that the Christian God and heroes were superior
to Homeric gods and heroes. Building upon and extending the analytic methods of his earlier book, The Homeric Epics and the Gospel of Mark, MacDonald opens an original and promising appreciation not
only of Acts but also of the composition of early Christian narrative in general. /DIV

How the Gospels Became History
Jesus and Mediterranean Myths
Yale University Press A compelling comparison of the gospels and Greco-Roman mythology which shows that the gospels were not perceived as myths, but as historical records Did the early Christians
believe their myths? Like most ancient—and modern—people, early Christians made eﬀorts to present their myths in the most believable ways. In this eye-opening work, M. David Litwa explores how and
why what later became the four canonical gospels take on a historical cast that remains vitally important for many Christians today. Oﬀering an in-depth comparison with other Greco-Roman stories that
have been shaped to seem like history, Litwa shows how the evangelists responded to the pressures of Greco-Roman literary culture by using well-known historiographical tropes such as the mention of
famous rulers and kings, geographical notices, the introduction of eyewitnesses, vivid presentation, alternative reports, and so on. In this way, the evangelists deliberately shaped myths about Jesus into
historical discourse to maximize their believability for ancient audiences.

Nailed: Ten Christian Myths That Show Jesus Never Existed at All
Why would anyone think Jesus never existed? Isn't it perfectly reasonable to accept that he was a real ﬁrst century ﬁgure? As it turns out, no.NAILED sheds light on ten beloved Christian myths, and, with
evidence gathered from historians across the theological spectrum, shows how they point to a Jesus Christ created solely through allegorical alchemy of hope and imagination; a messiah transformed from
a purely literary, theological construct into the familiar ﬁgure of Jesus ' in short, a purely mythic Christ.

The Jesus Mysteries
Was the 'original Jesus' a Pagan God?
HarperCollins UK Two scholars explore the role of ancient pagan mystery cults in the early Christian Church, concluding that the early Christians may have hailed from a Jewish version of a very ancient
pagan sect.

Godless
How an Evangelical Preacher Became One of America's Leading Atheists
Ulysses Press A former preacher tell why he abandoned the guidance of the Bible to follow the dictates of own conscience.

The Jesus Myth
Open Court Publishing Company Does the New Testament story of Jesus contain any elements of historical truth, or is it pure legend? In The Jesus Myth, Professor G. A. Wells presents an up-to-date,
radical, and well-reasoned argument, drawing upon his sure grasp of the wide-ranging evidence. The accounts of Jesus in the four canonical gospels not only contradict each other, but are also not in
harmony with the earliest Christian documents, which never present Jesus as an itinerant preacher, a performer of miracles, born of a virgin, associated with Nazareth, or executed under Pilate. The
gospels were composed after A.D. 70 by unknown individuals who could not have been eyewitnesses to the events they describe. All the earliest non-Christian testimony, pagan and Jewish, is dependent
upon Christian accounts. The frequently voiced notion that there is independent corroboration of the life of Jesus from 'Roman records' or elsewhere is wishful thinking. Professor Wells has become known
as the foremost contemporary exponent of the purely legendary or 'mythicist' theory, but he has recently come to accept that there is a historical basis for one strang of the composite picture of Jesus:
that deriving from the lost gospel, known as 'Q'. -- from back cover.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica
A Dictionary Of Arts, Sciences, Literature And General Information (Volume I) A To
Androphagi
Alpha Edition This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great signiﬁcance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is
never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally ﬁrst published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.

Christ Among the Messiahs
Christ Language in Paul and Messiah Language in Ancient Judaism
OUP USA Recent scholarship on ancient Judaism, ﬁnding only scattered references to messiahs in Hellenistic- and Roman-period texts, has generally concluded that the word ''messiah'' did not mean
anything determinate in antiquity. Meanwhile, interpreters of Paul, faced with his several hundred uses of the Greek word for ''messiah,'' have concluded that ''christos'' in Paul does not bear its
conventional sense. Against this curious consensus, Matthew Novenson argues in Christ among the Messiahs that all contemporary uses of such language, Paul's included, must be taken as evidence for its
range of meaning. In other words, early Jewish messiah language is the kind of thing of which Paul's Christ language is an example. Looking at the modern problem of Christ and Paul, Novenson shows how
the scholarly discussion of ''christos'' in Paul has often been a cipher for other, more urgent interpretive disputes. He then traces the rise and fall of ''the messianic idea'' in Jewish studies and gives an
alternative account of early Jewish messiah language: the convention worked because there existed both an accessible pool of linguistic resources and a community of competent language users. Whereas
it is commonly objected that the normal rules for understanding ''christos'' do not apply in the case of Paul since he uses the word as a name rather than a title, Novenson shows that "christos" in Paul is
neither a name nor a title but rather a Greek honoriﬁc, like Epiphanes or Augustus. Focusing on several set phrases that have been taken as evidence that Paul either did or did not use ''christos'' in its
conventional sense, Novenson concludes that the question cannot be settled at the level of formal grammar. Examining nine passages in which Paul comments on how he means the word ''christos,'' he
shows that they do all that we normally expect any text to do to count as a messiah text. Contrary to much recent research, he argues that Christ language in Paul is itself primary evidence for messiah
language in ancient Judaism.
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Ten Tough Problems in Christian Thought and Belief
A Minister-Turned-Atheist Shows Why You Should Ditch the Faith
Tellectual Press An all-powerful God who permits unspeakable horrors and sent a Son who threatened more to come, forever, to those who don't believe in him. An inspired holy book that turns out to be
full of archaic nonsense, moral failures, and contradictions. A world of disagreement not just between Christians and other religions, but within Christianity itself. Blood sacriﬁce and a tale of the walking
dead as the very foundation of faith. These are just a few aspects of Ten very Tough Problems that David Madison describes in this wonderfully deep yet humorous dismantling of his former faith.
Combining rigorous scholarship with engaging personal reﬂections and refreshing wit, he oﬀers understanding and even some laughs while walking with readers past the gravestones of Christian thought
and belief.

Jesus: Evidence and Argument or Mythicist Myths?
A&C Black Did Jesus exist? In recent years there has been a massive upsurge in public discussion of the view that Jesus did not exist. This view ﬁrst found a voice in the 19th century, when Christian views
were no longer taken for granted. Some way into the 20th century, this school of thought was largely thought to have been utterly refuted by the results of respectable critical scholarship (from both
secular and religious scholars). Now, many unprofessional scholars and bloggers ('mythicists'), are gaining an increasingly large following for a view many think to be unsupportable. It is starting to
inﬂuence the academy, more than that it is starting to inﬂuence the views of the public about a crucial historical ﬁgure. Maurice Casey, one of the most important Historical Jesus scholars of his generation
takes the 'mythicists' to task in this landmark publication. Casey argues neither from a religious respective, nor from that of a committed atheist. Rather he seeks to provide a clear view of what can be
said about Jesus, and of what can't.

The End of Christianity
Prometheus Books In this successor to his critically acclaimed anthology, The Christian Delusion: Why Faith Fails, a former minister and now leading atheist spokesperson has assembled a stellar group
of respected scholars to continue the critique of Christianity begun in the ﬁrst volume. Contributors include Victor Stenger, Robert Price, Hector Avalos, Richard Carrier, Keith Parsons, David Eller, and
Taner Edis. Loftus is also the author of the best-selling Why I Became an Atheist: A Former Preacher Rejects Christianity. Taken together, the Loftus trilogy poses formidable challenges to claims for the
rationality of the Christian faith. Anyone with an interest in the philosophy of religion will ﬁnd this compilation to be intellectually stimulating and deeply thought provoking.

Hidden in Plain View
Undesigned Coincidences in the Gospels and Acts
Deward Publishing Hidden in Plain View: Undesigned Coincidences in the Gospels and Acts revives an argument for the historical reliability of the New Testament that has been largely neglected for
more than a hundred years. An undesigned coincidence is an apparently casual, yet puzzle-like -ﬁt- between two or more texts, and its best explanation is that the authors knew the truth about the events
they describe or allude to. Connections of this kind among passages in the Gospels, as well as between Acts and the Pauline epistles, give us reason to believe that these documents came from honest
eyewitness sources, people -in the know- about the events they relate. Supported by careful research yet accessibly written, Hidden in Plain View provides solid evidence that all Christians can use to
defend the Scriptures and the truth of Christianity.

The Scholars of Night
Tor Books John M. Ford's The Scholars of Night is an extraordinary novel of technological espionage and human betrayal, weaving past and present into a web of unbearable suspense. Nicholas Hansard is
a brilliant historian at a small New England college. He specializes in Christopher Marlowe. But Hansard has a second, secret, career with The White Group, a “consulting agency” with shadowy government
connections. There, he is a genius at teasing secrets out of documents old and new—to call him a code-breaker is an understatement. When Hansard’s work exposes one of his closest friends as a Russian
agent, and the friend then dies mysteriously, the connections seem all too clear. Shaken, Hansard turns away from his secret work to lose himself in an ancient Marlowe manuscript. Surely, a lost 400 year
old play is diﬀerent enough from modern murder. He is very, very wrong. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A History In Fragments
Europe in the Twentieth Century
Hachette UK The problem with the history of twentieth-century Europe is that everyone thinks they know it. The great stories of the century - the two world wars, the rise and fall of Nazism and
communism, female emancipation - seem self-evidently important. But behind the grand narratives, the politics and the ideologies, lies another history: the history of forces that shaped the lives of
individual Europeans. That is the thrust of Richard Vinen's magisterial survey of this uniquely destructive and creative century. It argues that there is no single history that encompasses the experience of
all Europeans, but rather a multiplicity of diﬀerent, partially interlocking, histories. Some of these histories are told here in a book which seeks to root the generalisations of large-scale analysis in the
concrete - and sometimes incongruous - details of individual lives. Challenging, informing and revealing, this is history writing at its ﬁnest.

The Overstory
The million-copy global bestseller and winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction
Random House THE MILLION-COPY GLOBAL BESTSELLER and WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE FOR FICTION 'It changed how I thought about the Earth and our place in it' Barack Obama 'Really, just one
of the best novels, period' Ann Patchett A wondrous, exhilarating novel about nine strangers brought together by an unfolding natural catastrophe. The perfect literary escape. An artist inherits a hundred
years of photographic portraits, all of the same doomed American chestnut. A hard-partying undergraduate in the late 1980s electrocutes herself, dies, and is sent back into life by creatures of air and
light. A hearing- and speech-impaired scientist discovers that trees are communicating with one another. An Air Force crewmember in the Vietnam War is shot out of the sky, then saved by falling into a
banyan. This is the story of these and ﬁve other strangers, each summoned in diﬀerent ways by the natural world, who are brought together in a last stand to save it from catastrophe. 'It's not possible for
Powers to write an uninteresting book' Margaret Atwood 'Radical and exciting' Jessie Burton 'Breathtaking' Barbara Kingsolver

Jesus
Mything in Action
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform About the book: David Fitzgerald's award-winning 2010 book Nailed: Ten Christian Myths That Show Jesus Never Existed At All pointed out the top ten
fatal ﬂaws of Christianity's origin story. Now, Jesus: Mything in Action presents the most compelling new ﬁndings in Jesus Myth theory and critically examines its controversial reception by biblical scholars,
the extent and reliability of our sources for Jesus, and reveals the surprising history behind Jesus' evolution. In this volume: Mything in Action, vol. I (chapters 1 - 12) looks at the myths of Jesus Mythicism:
what it is and isn't; what biblical scholars are saying about it (and why); and examines our oldest "biographical" source for Jesus - the allegorical story we know as the Gospel of Mark.

The Nazis
A Warning From History
Random House Following the success of Rees' bestselling Auschwitz, this substantially revised and updated edition of The Nazis - A Warning from History tells the powerfully gripping story of the rise and
fall of the Third Reich. During a 16-year period, acclaimed author and documentary-maker Laurence Rees met and interviewed a large number of former Nazis, and his unique insights into the Nazi psyche
and World War 2 received enormous praise. At the heart of the book lies compelling eyewitness accounts of life under Adolf Hitler, spoken through the words of those who experienced the Nazi regime at
every level of society. An extensive new section on the Nazi/Soviet war (previously published in Rees' War of the Century) provides a chilling insight into Nazi mentality during the most bloody conﬂict in
history. Described as one of the greatest documentary series of all times The Nazis - A Warning from History won a host of awards, including a BAFTA and an International Documentary Award.

The Christ-Myth Theory and Its Problems
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The Brother of Jesus and the Lost Teachings of Christianity
Simon and Schuster Reveals the true role of James, the brother of Jesus, in early Christianity • Uses evidence from the canonical Gospels, apocryphal texts, and the writings of the Church Fathers to
reveal the teachings of Jesus as transmitted to his chosen successor: James • Demonstrates how the core message in the teachings of Jesus is an expansion not a repudiation of the Jewish religion • Shows
how James can serve as a bridge between Christianity, Judaism, and Islam James has been a subject of controversy since the founding of the Church. Evidence that Jesus had siblings contradicts Church
dogma on the virgin birth, and James is also a symbol of Christian teachings that have been obscured. While Peter is traditionally thought of as the leader of the apostles and the “rock” on which Jesus built
his church, Jeﬀrey Bütz shows that it was James who led the disciples after the cruciﬁxion. It was James, not Peter, who guided them through the Church's ﬁrst major theological crisis--Paul's interpretation
of the teachings of Jesus. Using the canonical Gospels, writings of the Church Fathers, and apocryphal texts, Bütz argues that James is the most overlooked ﬁgure in the history of the Church. He shows
how the core teachings of Jesus are ﬁrmly rooted in Hebraic tradition; reveals the bitter battles between James and Paul for ideological supremacy in the early Church; and explains how Paul's
interpretations, which became the foundation of the Church, are in many ways its betrayal. Bütz reveals a picture of Christianity and the true meaning of Christ's message that are sometimes at odds with
established Christian doctrine and concludes that James can serve as a desperately needed missing link between Christianity, Judaism, and Islam to heal the wounds of centuries of enmity.

What Jesus Learned from Women
Wipf and Stock Publishers Dehumanization has led to serious misinterpretation of the Gospels. On the one hand, Christians have often made Jesus so much more than human that it seemed
inappropriate to ask about the inﬂuence other human beings had on him, male or female. On the other hand, women have been treated as less than fully human, their names omitted from stories and their
voices and inﬂuence on Jesus neglected. When we ask the question this book does, what Jesus learned from women, puzzling questions that have frustrated readers of the Gospels throughout history
suddenly ﬁnd solutions. Weaving cutting edge biblical scholarship together with an element of historical ﬁction and a knack for writing for a general audience, James McGrath makes the stories of women
in the New Testament come alive, and sheds fresh light on the ﬁgure of Jesus as well. This book is a must read for scholars, students, and anyone else interested in Jesus and/or in the role of ancient
women in the context of their times.

McMaster Journal of Theology and Ministry: Volume 22, 2020-2021
Wipf and Stock Publishers The McMaster Journal of Theology and Ministry is an electronic and print journal that seeks to provide pastors, educators, and interested lay persons with the fruits of
theological, biblical, and professional studies in an accessible form. Published by McMaster Divinity College in Hamilton, Ontario, it continues the heritage of scholarly inquiry and theological dialogue
represented by the College’s previous print publications: the Theological Bulletin, Theodolite, and the McMaster Journal of Theology.
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